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The quest for passive income
Not knowing what to do with a large inheritance a few years ago, 
thirty-something Sydney executive John Smith decided to play it safe 
by simply putting it in the bank. Given the state of the share market 
at the time, parking the money in cash wasn’t such a bad move.

The trouble was a dramatic improvement in equity markets, and 
corresponding downturn in cash rates rendered Smith’s ‘do nothing’ 
strategy wealth-destroying. In other words, based on an interest rate 
of around 2.75% or less, Smith’s cash would struggle to keep pace 
with inflation.

Big picture
Concerned that Smith was seriously diluting his long-term wealth 
creation, the accountant completing his annual tax return referred 
him to North Sydney financial planner Mike Sikar of Delta Finan-
cial Group in March 2011. Admittedly, as a young bachelor with no 
dependents and a $121,000 salary (plus super), Smith didn’t need to 
draw on this cash windfall to maintain his lifestyle.

While Smith’s money was sitting risk-free inside a major Austral-
ian bank, Sikar says he’d overlooked the opportunity-cost of not ac-
tively managing his assets properly. Equally concerning to Sikar was 
his capacity for risk, especially given his age, and future earnings 
potential. “Like a lot of people, John didn’t recognise how maximis-
ing wealth accumulation adds greater freedom and lifestyle choices, 
including when and how to retire,” Sikar recalls.

Much of the long-term wealth creation plan Sikar recommended 
to Smith revolves around creating financial independence through 
passive income from his investments. As well as wanting better ad-
vice on investing into super, Smith also wanted to be able to fund 
living expenses – in the event of trauma or accident resulting in an 
inability to work – through adequate insurance cover.

With Sikar putting the passive income strategy on the table early 
into the advice process, Smith says it made it easier to understand 
the steps involved in delivering to that strategy over time. “I wasn’t 
a savvy investor, when I first approached Mike Sikar for advice, and 
hadn’t even ventured into the property market,” admits Smith. “So 
it was quite cathartic to be able to put clarity around some vague 
financial ambitions.”

Assertive and balanced
But in the short-term, Smith’s more immediate need was for advice 
on how to best invest the $417,000 inheritance that was going no-
where fast in an “at-call” account. Ideally, Sikar wanted Smith to 
build a balanced and well-hedged investment portfolio comprising 
direct property, listed shares and managed funds in equal measure, 
based on his ‘assertive balanced’ risk profile of 70% growth assets 
and 30% defensive assets.

Table 1. Investment summary

          Initial cash Investment 
Investment Purpose and borrowed funds time frame

Cash Funds Property deposit $67,000 Immediate

Defensive Managed Funds Long term growth and 
 liquidity requirements $50,000 3-5 years

Defensive Direct  Long term growth and 
Fixed Income liquidity requirements $100,000 3-5 years

Direct Share Portfolio Long term growth $250,000 5 – 7 years

International Share Portfolio Long term growth $100,000 5 – 7 years

TOTALS  $567,000 

The key to wealth in retirement isn’t about inheritances, lump sums or 
cash flow per se, but how well these assets are used to generate 
passive income so that investors no longer have to work for a living.
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Cash flow & savings
Given the size of Smith’s surplus annual cash – around $15,000 – Si-
kar also suggested that he establish a regular savings plan that would 
add to his share portfolio, thereby increasing his long-term wealth. 
“The goal is for John’s share and property portfolio to eventually be 
big enough to generate sufficient passive income to replace his active 
income, namely salary within 10 years,” says Sikar.

To efficiently and effectively manage Smith’s cash flow through 
one central transactional point, Sikar recommended opening a 
Macquarie Cash Management account. By establishing a fixed dis-
cretionary lifestyle living allowance of $1,000 a fortnightly, he says 
Smith was able to direct surplus fortnightly income of around $600 
into his share portfolio through dollar cost averaging (DCA).

“Holding a two month cash float of around $11,000 at all times, 
together with direct debits for regular outgoings ensures John has no 
overdrawn accounts and takes less time paying bills,” advised Sikar. 
“By sticking to a structured account that separates discretionary life-
style expenses from ongoing regular expenses, John has a disciplined 
plan to reach stated savings targets over time.”

Super plan
Sikar recommended that Smith roll his Media Super Fund into a 
MLC Wrap to house his managed investments. All future super guar-
antee contributions (SGC) have also been directed to this account.

As well as offering a greater range of investment choices – includ-
ing sector specific funds, the MLC Wrap also offers level premiums 
for insurance, plus annual payment of contribution tax to ensure in-
vested funds work harder for longer.

As an administration vehicle, Sikar says MLC Wrap allows access to 
a wide range of wholesale investment funds from specially selected fund 
managers plus direct shares. “It also gives John the flexibility to reinvest 
investment distributions or collect them in the cash holding account,” 
says Sikar. “Consolidated reporting on investments through the MLC 
Wrap makes it easier to review and manage John’s investments.”

As long as these funds remain invested in this super fund, Smith 
won’t be required to pay income tax (or PAYG) on the earnings as 
it pays a maximum of 15 percent tax on the earnings, which is de-
ducted from the balance of the fund.

Gearing strategy
To adequately diversify Smith’s capital and lock in future capital 
growth, Sikar also recommended he adopt a gearing plan through 
leveraged equity margin lending strategy. The beauty of this strat-
egy, adds Sikar, is that the underlying portfolio of shares or units in 
managed funds is the only security required for the loan.

“Through this strategy John can leverage an existing portfolio or 
create a new investment portfolio to help meet his long-term financial 
objectives,” Sikar explains. “As well as offering diversification across 
a spread of investments, gearing can potentially be tax efficient as the 
interest costs on money borrowed for investments may be claimed as 
a tax deductible expense.”

Based on Sikar’s recommendations, Smith would fund an initial 
$250,000 investment in equities using his own cash as security, and 
then apply for a Leveraged Equities margin loan of $250,000 – at 
9.75 percent variable interest – although only $150,000 would be 
used. Smith’s share portfolio would include up to 10 blue-chip stocks 
paying attractive fully franked dividends.

The $150,000 invested with Smith’s MLC Wrap Investment 

Account was divided evenly between three individual funds: Ma-
gellan Global Fund, Vanguard International Fixed Interest Index 
(Hedged), and the Platinum International Share Fund.

Property
To ensure that Smith’s wealth creation plan was fully deployed ac-
cording to his original recommendations, Sikar then referred him 
to an appropriate property specialist for advice on buying an initial 
residential property investment and then adding further properties 
to this portfolio over time.

Based on that advice, Smith used an initial lump $67,000 to pur-
chase a two bedroom brand new unit off the plan in Marrickville in 
November 2011 which has since being rented.

Income protection
On closer analysis, Sikar recognised that Smith was inadequately 
protected from the major risks that could potentially derail his finan-
cial independence. As a result, the $178,800 Total & Permanent Dis-
ablement (TPD) cover he had through Media Super was replaced 
with $500,000 of TPD cover within the recommended MLC Wrap 
Super Fund.

Given that the funding for the insurance premiums paid via a su-
per fund comes from (pre-tax) employer (SG) contributions, and 
investment earnings, Sikar says Smith can protect himself and his 
future family with insurances that are paid for in a tax – effective 
manner without affecting after-tax cash flow.

In addition, Sikar also suggested $250,000 of Critical Illness and 
Income Protection cover of $7,568 a month with $908 a month for 
SGC – with a 30 day waiting period up to age 65 with MLC (outside 
of superannuation).

Overseeing the strategy
While Sikar has been responsible for developing Smith’s core wealth 
creation strategy, he has drawn on a network of specialists to make 
asset-specific investment recommendations where necessary. For 
example, he referred Smith to RBS Morgans for advice on direct 
shares. “Having a network of advisers means that I can oversee the 
total strategy, while acting as one central point of contact for clients 
like John,” Sikar says.

He says that Smith’s access to his network of selected professionals 
with complimentary skill sets and competencies ensures he receives 
"best of breed” experts across all advice areas. By communicating 
regular reviews to all experts, adds Sikar also ensures everyone is on 
the same page.

“Ongoing contact, including forward tax planning, and working 
alongside John’s accountant, helps deliver the best possible outcomes, 
while reducing the likelihood of him making a big financial mistake.”

Valuing the advice
Based on the performance of his direct shares and managed fund 
portfolio over the past 14 months alone, Smith says it’s easy to see 
where the $5,000 he’s paying Sikar annually for advice is adding 
value. Smith says “Hard numbers aside, the interconnecting holistic 
investment strategy that Mike has mapped out for me – including the 
long-term wealth creation, better cash flow management, financial 
clarity and income protection – has set me on a course to passive 
income and consequently a level of financial independence I would 
have never conceptualised, let alone arrived at on my own.” fs
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